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Key events in developed markets next
week
New record CPI readings will keep central banks in the US and Canada
on their rate hike paths. In the UK, the market continues to
overestimate the number of hikes, and in the EU, significant
uncertainty is casting a shadow over ECB decisions

US: Fresh price jumps prompt further tightening
The Federal Reserve has laid the groundwork for a 50bp interest rate rise and an announcement of
phased-in quantitative tightening at the 4 May Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting.
Fifty basis point rate hikes are also likely at the June and July FOMC meetings, in our view, with an
eventual Fed funds peak of 3% in early 2023. Markets are not there yet, but this week’s upcoming
data could push them further in that direction.

The highlight will be the March consumer price inflation release and it is expected to jump again
due to the surge in gasoline prices. The national average was $3.50/gallon in February versus
$4.19/gallon in March. Food prices have been rising sharply too while supply chain strains, rising
commodity prices, and higher labour cost inputs in an environment where companies have decent
pricing power mean broad-based contributions. As such, we look for the headline rate to reach
8.6% year-on-year and the ex-food and energy core figure to hit 6.7%. This would be the highest
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headline inflation rate since December 1981 and the highest core rate since August 1982, which
will heap more pressure on the Fed to hike interest rates.

Retail sales will also be influenced by the surge in gasoline prices given this is a nominal dollar
figure change and demand for gasoline is pretty inelastic. Strip out gasoline and the numbers will
obviously be softer, but not necessarily terrible given employment and wages continue to rise,
partially offsetting the higher cost of living, and household wealth has surged through the
pandemic. Industrial production on 15 April should also be interesting. We look for another solid
report with a keen eye on whether US oil and gas output is on the rise given the rapid increase in
prices and European countries having a desire to diversify away from Russia as an energy provider.

Canada: Rate hike expected with employment and inflation
at record levels

In Canada, the highlight will be the Bank of Canada )BoC) policy meeting. We expect a 50bp
interest rate increase given the economy is in a strong position, particularly given commodity
production is such an important story, employment is at record levels, and inflation is at 30+ year
highs. BoC voters have made the case for acting aggressively and we expect them to follow up
their words with strong action.

ECB: Look for more clarity on the central bank’s options
The macro-economic backdrop with looming stagflation has complicated the ECB’s life, and
probably also widened the rift between doves and hawks. While the doves are likely to focus on
the worsening economic outlook and high uncertainty, the hawks have been very vocal in calling
for at least two rate hikes this year.

Next week’s meeting is not a meeting for actual policy action. There simply is too little hard data
on the macro-economic implications of the war in Ukraine yet. And there simply is too much
uncertainty about how the war will evolve. Staying put and continuing with the announced
reduction of net asset purchases looks like the only viable option for now. However, given the
latest market pricing of future ECB rate hikes and unclarity about the ECB’s exact reaction function
in these times of high uncertainty, ECB President Christine Lagarde could be forced to somewhat
limit the ECB’s optionality to a few options.

Read our full preview here

UK: Packed data week set to point to another rate hike in
May

February GDP (11 April): Expect another modest recovery in UK GDP through February. Card
spending data suggests consumer services continued to recover after Omicron, even if
other areas (eg retail) looked less exciting. Clearly, this data is somewhat outdated now, and
we’re expecting at least one negative monthly growth reading in the second quarter. That’s
partly because of the rapidly increasing squeeze on living standards, but also because the
government has now ended free Covid-19 testing (and vaccine numbers will have also
dropped in the aftermath of the booster campaign). Both feed through to the GDP figures,
and indeed health spending through the pandemic has been a key driver of growth at

https://think.ing.com/articles/how-the-ecb-will-spell-optionality-next-week/
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various points. Expect a modestly negative overall second quarter GDP figure, but the jury’s
out on whether the economy is heading into a technical recession.
Jobs report (12 April): The jobs market is undeniably hot right now, with vacancies high and
the unemployment rate back to pre-Covid levels. The question is how much of the recent
labour shortage issues are borne out of a) increased churn after the post-Covid reopenings
last year, which could begin to fade or b) structural issues, linked to lower migration and
increased inactivity rates. For the time being, wage growth remains strong and that’s been
a key reason behind recent Bank of England hikes. Expect a similar story from next week’s
figures.
Inflation (13 April): Petrol prices were up almost 9% in March and that’s going to drag
headline inflation higher again, along with mounting pressures elsewhere (notably from
food). We expect CPI to peak a little above 8% in April when the 54% increase in the
household energy cap feeds through. And broadening price pressures related to the war in
Ukraine will keep headline rates above 6% throughout this year.

All in all, there’s likely to be enough here to keep the Bank of England on track for one or perhaps
two more 25bp rate hikes at the next couple of meetings. But mounting growth risks suggest the
Bank is nearing the point of pausing its tightening cycle ahead of the summer. After all, a lot of the
external cost pressure is inflationary in the short-term but potentially disinflationary in the
medium-term given the hit to growth. Markets are still probably overestimating the number of rate
hikes that the Bank is likely to deliver this year.

Developed Markets Economic Calendar
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